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Division Of
You took the painting
of the girl on the stair.

on which the girl
in a pink haze hung.
You left the hole
in horsehair plaster––
and the crumbling
that comes after.

author photo by Adrianne Mathiowetz

You left the stair.
You took the nail

Andrea Cohen
Andrea Cohen’s poems have appeared in The New Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, Poetry, The Threepenny Review, The
New Republic, and elsewhere. Her earlier poetry collections include Unfathoming, Furs Not Mine, Kentucky Derby,
Long Division, and The Cartographer’s Vacation. She directs the Blacksmith House Poetry Series in Cambridge,
MA, and the Writers House at Merrimack College.
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AndreA
Cohen

Nightshade
poems

Nightshade

In Nightshade, Andrea Cohen assembles
gems of poems into a formidable necklace
of wit, wisdom, and profound truths.
The poems in Andrea Cohen’s Nightshade, her sixth full-length
collection, are constructed from the wisdom of loss—of lovers
and loved ones and a world gone awry. Cohen builds a short
poem the way a master carpenter does a tiny house, in lines that
are both economic and precise, with room enough for sorrow
and wit to exist comfortably in their spaces. The great pleasure
in reading these poems is their surprise in the way the endings
arrive again and again in startling truths: The bride whose dress
is sewn “from a hundred/tattered flags/of surrender” and the
ever-present reminder of the title poem that the things of this
world are both “poison and . . . balms” that “We /call . . . bitter- /
sweet––what / living isn’t?”
Nightshade, Andrea Cohen
ISBN: 978-1-945588-35-8 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 104 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

“Nightshade illuminates a world that has been here all along but, for some reason, is very hard to see. Andrea
Cohen’s eyes are a terrible gift and these poems are amazing & eerie & perhaps not even hers. Not that she stole
them—more that she found them, when no one else could.”
—Nick Flynn
Past Praise:
“In stark, short lines, Cohen sculpts away the inessential, leaving a spare commemoration of intimacy.”
—Robin Becker
“Cohen’s craft is meticulous . . .”
—Tony Hoagland

2019

It’s okay. I, too, have failed
at the expected, have sputtered
and choked like a rusty valve
in water, have jumped into the pool
only to sink. Little engine, your flawed
machinery is nothing like love. You limp
at last call to the dance floor,
but feel no shame
in your offbeat two-step,
your eleventh-hour shuffle
in a dead man’s shoes.
There’s nothing left
but the encore, so go ahead:
relax, unravel
like a loosened knot. Overripe
fruit in his chest, you blush
with uncertainty, bruise yourself
tender; little heart, tiny treasure,
sweeten to the point of spoil.
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Ode to My Father’s Heart Failure

Maya Phillips

Maya Phillips was born and raised in New York. Maya received her MFA in poetry from Warren Wilson’s MFA
Program for Writers and her BFA from Emerson College. Her poetry has appeared in At Length, BOAAT,
The Gettysburg Review, Ghost Proposal, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Vinyl, and more, and her arts & entertainment
journalism has appeared in The New York Times, Vulture, Slate, Mashable, American Theatre, and more. Maya
currently works at The New Yorker and as a freelance writer. She lives in Brooklyn.
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E r o u
M aya P h i l l i P s

An odyssey for the 21st century in poems
that bind family and myth.
Maya Phillips’ stunning debut collection Erou borrows the
framework of the traditional Greek epic to interrogate the
inner workings of a present-day nuclear family and the role of
a patriarch whose life, marriage, and death are imagined as a
sort of hero’s journey. Her poems move seamlessly between the
worlds of the living and the dead, between myth and reality in
a journey that raises its own Homeric question: What is home
and how do we locate our place within that home? These are
poems of passion and compassion in their reconciliation with
what cannot be changed—but can understood—by those who
have been left behind.

Erou, Maya Phillips
ISBN: 978-1-945588-38-9 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 124 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

Erou
“Here’s a line that’s stuck in my head since reading this remarkable debut: ‘Fathered by rumor, raised by ghost.’ It
echoes the sound, subject, and sensibility of Erou. These engrossing poems bind family and myth, intimacy and
allegory, ‘Gap-toothed Erou’ and ‘Erou of the forked tongue.’ The poetry of Maya Phillips is full of unforgettable
imagery, word play and candor. She writes with a clarity that can cut as quickly as it calms.”
—Terrance Hayes
“The hero’s journey has never been more engaging in contemporary poetry than in Erou by Maya Phillips.
Traveling between the mythical and the hyper-real, these poems make sense of a world that’s stranger than
fiction and give us permission to question why our days feel like a fable. Phillips navigates between the struggles
of family and the complications of love, and the quotidian challenges we must navigate in the world. With
the keen eye of Robert Hayden and the lyric range of June Jordan, Maya Phillips has stepped forward with a
collection of poems that’s an Odyssey for the 21st century.”
—A. Van Jordan
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Older Age
So much for glory from the morning glories.
Leaves at their margins turn tawny.
I quickly seek other signs—

When I flush them, although my driving is slow,
Reactions no longer speedy,
Except for those that are:
Scrawny maples in the swamps have kindled,
There’s the first fall warbler—How dismal,
I think, How time goes by,
As if it were yesterday. And so on.
Yet our neighbor’s puppy has doubled
Her weight in just eight weeks.
Old fool, get onto your feet, do something,
Confucius said, Be useful.
Winter firewood still needs stacking.

author photo by M. Robin Barone

It’s what I do. I’m a poet. The migrant
Flickers gather in byways.
There’s a blur of spectral tail-spots

Sydney Lea

Sydney Lea, a former Pulitzer finalist, founded and for thirteen years edited New England Review. This is his
thirteenth poetry collection and his twentieth book. He will soon publish The Music of What Happens: Lyric
and Everyday Life, his collected newspaper columns from his years (2011-15) as Vermont Poet Laureate. His
collaborative book of essays with former Delaware laureate Fleda Brown, Growing Old in Poetry: Two Poets, Two
Lives, appeared in 2018. He has been active in literacy efforts and conservation, especially in Maine, where the
land trust he chaired until 2018 conserved nearly 400,000 acres of working forest.
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Poems arising from a profound awareness
of the natural world and a deep
commitment to family and community.

Here

Sydney Lea

Here

In his thirteenth book of poetry, Sydney Lea gives voice to the
deep connection between human life and the natural world as
well as their fragility and transience. Here, nature is as much a
muse as a trigger for sense memory—as a schoolboy on a playground “breathing in autumn mud, / that cherished aroma” or
as witness to a redtail hawk’s attack and the aftermath during
which “That poor doomed duckling’s wisps of down / Floated
in air like snowflakes, /Diaphanous.” Death is a constant presence in these poems, too, arising from the bittersweet awareness
of what eventually will be lost. While there is reckoning, there
are few regrets in a life well-lived and closely observed. Here
is a title, but it’s also a statement, an incantation and affirmation: “Let’s chant it throughout the year,” Lea writes, “like so much
birdsong: we’re here we’re here we’re here.”
Here, Sydney Lea
ISBN: 978-1-945588-40-2 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 148 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

“Sydney Lea has always been a poet equally eloquent and wide-eyed before reality. This self-aware book of
experience, stock-taking, and memory finds him just now, just here, a person still hopeful in the face of it all, a
poet at the height of his powers.”
—Jane Hirshfield
“Because Sydney Lea is a poet who doesn’t stand outside his subject, his work is committed, above all, to
everything that constitutes connection—nature, community, and family. His latest book is a testament to what
can be said, what can be felt at the transition between life and death, the marginal line between what he knows
and what he will lose. Although he admits, ‘I had a dress rehearsal for death,’ his attention to ‘the bright whole’
governs these poems. Seeing a ruffed grouse dead in the snow, he wonders why ‘Death looks so brilliant. Its
dead eyes rimed and white . . .’ It is not so much the recognition of change and loss that Lea appraises, but the
consciousness of being itself. Looking closely and surely, as Lea has shown us throughout his long, remarkable
career, is how this poet embraces the world around him with gratitude and joy.”
—Cleopatra Mathis
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This is about borage and compline, anything to still the mind.
This is about money, the lack and the brine. It will be epic
To forth a family (hence the boat full of postage, rum, citrus and
Eiderdown for an eventual pillow). Never mind the reed and sedge,
I have a compass and corkscrew, two blankets to keep us warm.
This is not entirely nautical. A lot depends on wind and water, though.
This is also about blood-work, the pageantry of robe and coin,
How we faculty the ocean, re-reading the Odyssey alongside What
To Expect When You’re Expecting, but we’re not expecting.
This is about travel then. This is about translation.

author photo by Wesley Mann

The New Cartography

Julia Guez
Julia Guez’s poetry, essays, interviews and translations have appeared in Poetry, the Guardian, PEN Poetry
Series, the Kenyon Review, BOMB and the Brooklyn Rail. She has been awarded the Discovery/Boston Review
Poetry Prize, a Fulbright Fellowship and the John Frederick Nims Memorial Prize in Translation. Guez holds
degrees from Rice and Columbia. For the last decade, she has worked with Teach For America; she’s currently a
managing director of programming there. She also teaches creative writing at Rutgers and writes poetry reviews
for Publishers Weekly. Guez lives in Brooklyn.
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In A n I n vI s Ib le G l A s s C A s e W h I Ch I s A l s o A F rA m e

Poems that move deftly between the
personal and the political in 21st century
America.
Julia Guez’s In an Invisible Glass Case Which is Also a Frame
offers a glimpse of a post-9/11 America comprising binaries:
at once bleak and hopeful, dark and light. It is an America of
“Still Lives”—with Vicodin, with opioid epidemic, with extreme weather—suggesting an ongoing journey fraught with
peril for the most vulnerable among us. “Have we made it
across the vast plain of night?” asks one poem. No, not quite.
There is more night, but there is singing, too, and the sustenance of rituals to light the way.

JulIA Guez

In an Invisible Glass Case Which is Also a Frame, Julia Guez
ISBN: 978-1-945588-37-2 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 84 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

In an Invisible Glass Case Which is
Also a Frame
“‘Maybe there is no magic,’ Julia Guez ponders early in In an Invisible Glass Case Which is Also a Frame, but the
book quickly shows: there is magic, and it’s unmistakable. Guez’s poems are fields readers will float through,
lifted by a variety of forces—tectonic, narcotic, avian, bodily, cosmic. The effect is remarkable, incantatory, and
deeply strange: ‘From the moon whose many deaths meant only to console us // a faint promise . . . ’ Guez has
built something remarkable here, a book that feels both totally unprecedented and absolutely inevitable.”
—Kaveh Akbar
“To read In an Invisible Glass Case Which is Also a Frame is to encounter ‘trees which must bleed to speak’ and ‘the
self above the body’ and ‘dust, algebra and fire.’ With great precision, Julia Guez arranges the things of the world
into richly imagined tableaux. Guez also beautifully arranges thinking and feeling. Her poems are uncannily
tethered to interconnectedness and thresholds. This is a remarkable, keen debut.”
—Eduardo C. Corral

2019

Wayfarer
To say I sail would not account for my whereabouts,
or suggest the horizon is evident, or the north star
to be found. Wind rustles and retreats, and it’s
entirely commonplace to find me plying

of wattage. I pay a medium toll for mixing up

stern and bow, mast and staff, suggestible (gullible)
and suggestive (evocative). Sank, sunk, etc., et alia.
But as I fumble metaphors in the lee of the licks
and in the Milky Way’s way, your field tenders
its miracle magnet, tugging me through Cabo-de-Hornos blows,
		
ensuring I skirt shoalings wending home.

author photo by Dean Albarelli

headlong into the froth of my own wake.
I do gaze. Distance is something I debate
as I dream, awake in ambient brine next to you.
Next to you I clang bells at the moon’s milk-load

Sara London

Sara London is the author of The Tyranny of Milk (Four Way Books). Her poems have appeared in many journals,
including The Common, Quarterly West, Cortland Review, the Hudson Review, Poetry East, the Iowa Review, and
the Poetry Daily anthology. She teaches at Smith College, and has also taught at Mount Holyoke and Amherst
colleges. Sara grew up in California and Vermont, attended the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, and lived for many years
in Provincetown, Massachusetts. Also the author of two children’s books, she is the poetry editor at the Woven Tale
Press magazine. She lives in Northampton, Massachusetts.
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Upkeep
S a r a L o n don

Upkeep

With candor and wit, Upkeep examines
the curious ceremonies of human
maintenance, especially in the wake of
loss.
The poems in Sara London’s Upkeep offer a guidebook for both
coping with and negotiating the difficult terrain of life after
great personal loss. In the book’s opening section, the speaker
explains to a Martian the ways we earthlings attempt to raise
our dead—“you’ll find that with dreams // we exhume our dead
without the mess /of upturned dirt”—and later finds comfort
in objects that connect her to her late Mr. Fix-It father. These
are elegies whose solemnity has been upended by humor and
the nuanced interrogations of the daily rituals that heal us.
“How do you / do it, start the experiment— / gas up, each day
anew?” she asks. Oatmeal and duct tape help, London suggests,
but ultimately the heart decides: The “old tubes, they play on.”
Upkeep, Sara London
ISBN: 978-1-945588-39-6 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 112 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

“. . . . The earmark of this distinctive book is the tension between the simplicity of the poems’ occasions
and the intricacy of their construction. A woman braiding her hair, a folding chair beside a father’s coffin,
someone cleaning a street or cooking oatmeal or stuck in a traffic jam, some fruit in a bowl, it is out of these
small, unassuming, easily overlooked (by anyone but London) objects and moments that the poems in Upkeep
construct the elaborate extended metaphors. . . .”
—Lynn Emanuel
“When Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote ‘the achieve of, the mastery of the thing,’ he exactly describes the richly
textured idiom and virtuosic musicality of Sara London’s Upkeep. I greatly admire how her understanding of
elegy is in tension with her humor and essential hopefulness. But most of all, her work embodies what Seamus
Heaney once called ‘the steadfastness of speech articulation,’ in which her care for language is continuous with
her care for other people and the world.”
—Tom Sleigh

2019

I didn’t know I’d wanted this—
long tables covered in Indian prints
and laid with simple order for the meal,
and gathered there, the broken
and the lost, hoping to be mended
or found or soothed:
Annie Murt, and Eddie D and all
the others hurt from birth and cruelties,
but as kind to me, a visitor,
as if they’d always known kindness.
For what we are about to receive:
We took our places at the tables,
a dark, slim, dashing charmer
at mine, noticing me as I
noticed him, and I began to sail,
with hardly a thought, down the road
of sorrow, knowledge, and no regret:
all the life I’ve had because of that evening,
the man I fell in love with, or the place.

author photo by Sanders H. Milens

For What We Are About to Receive

Joan Aleshire

Joan Aleshire was a member of the Warren Wilson MFA poetry faculty from 1983 through 2013. Days of Our
Lives is her sixth book of poetry; she has also published essays and translations. She lives in Vermont, where she
is a library trustee and the founder of SAGE, an organization that supports sustainable agricultural education
and the arts. She is at work on a novel.
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Powerful narrative that follows the journey of
a woman from innocence to empowerment.

Joan Aleshire

Day of Our Lives is equal parts social history and memoir
documenting the unraveling of a marriage against the backdrop of
the shifting social mores of 1960s and ’70s America. Joan Aleshire’s
speaker, a young wife, enters marriage gratefully, even eagerly,
believing it to be “a long table / with friends crowding in, red wine
/ in tumblers.” Motherhood follows, but so do infidelities and
reconciliation and ultimately divorce. With each hard knock, the
speaker sheds a little more of her innocence as she gains awareness of
her power as both a woman and a writer.

Days of
Our Lives
Days of Our Lives, Joan Aleshire
ISBN: 978-1-945588-36-5 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 160 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

Days of Our Lives
“Most poets choose: navigate the personal or navigate the public. In Days of Our Lives, Aleshire abandons the
choice. Instead, opts for the gospel that is all the ways our private turns at living are never as private as we
imagine. As if, all of it, our love and the nation’s loss, hang by the thinnest of wires.”
—Reginald Dwayne Betts
“Joan Aleshire’s absorbing memoir in poems reminds us that truth requires modesty, precision, and vision
unclouded by ego. Her unfailing candor offers the everyday as the only day, where love and its betrayals unfold,
and where, with the skillful composure and narrative drive of a seasoned poet’s telling, she parallels the slow
erosion of a marriage with the disenchantment of a generation—and does it with tact and insight, and, most
wonderfully, without blame or regret.”
—Eleanor Wilner
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Expectancy
He places a pillow across my lap,
then let’s loose a joke about saving dignity.
He wants to check my scar, and the whole team
descends from their orbit, their fingernail’s slice
of cratered moon, as they assemble the daily private
surgical theater upon which I make
my entrances and exits, where the gown
is lifted and dropped, and a cold hand tests
that closes along where the stomach had been—

fingers probing around the plate, reading auguries.

Then like a held breath retreating from some stench,
the team deflates; the demonstration’s ended.
But today, there’s special providence:

the pathology drops like a winged thing
wounded. Like the one I’d found on the patio,
its feet still curled around some absent branch.
The sparrow had the look of a toppled-over
sleepwalker. My hand stuck in protective layers
of thin plastic grocery bags, I was afraid
that what I touched would spark, would wake and fly,
even though that’s what I should have wanted
for it. No readiness can cure that.

author photo by Madi Girault

the length of my stomach—or the red line

Paul Otremba

Paul Otremba is the author of The Currency (Four Way Books, 2009) and Pax Americana (Four Way Books,
2015). He teaches at Rice University and in the Warren Wilson College MFA Program for Writers. He lives in
Houston.
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Poems that balance beauty and irony in their
interrogation of urgency versus importance.

Levee
PaUL OTReMBa

The poems in Paul Otremba’s Levee explore the intersection between
the ecological, the political, and the personal in a world built on oil
and greed. The city of Houston is at once backdrop and metaphor
for the ways in which violence—both natural and manmade—have
become part and parcel of twenty-first century life. “It’s a luxury to
be this calm,” Otremba writes in the opening poem, a held-breath
between the disastrous effects of hurricanes and cancer. Yet Otremba’s
exquisite lines manage to wrest meaning from the devastation
wrought by both global warming and a terminal illness: “If there is a
lesson / on how not to worry, it’s that you’re not stuck only being one
thing, /the multitudes in me and the multitudes in you.”
Levee, Paul Otremba
ISBN: 978-1-945588-41-9 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 128 pages
Poetry
Pub Date: September 2019

Levee
“Levee is simply beautiful: thrillingly intelligent, Keatsian in its restlessness, and filled with love even for the
flood-soaked ruins of our America, where the levees of the old order are always giving way. By turns scathingly
ironic and heartbreakingly sincere, Otremba has written the poems we need in this new century, and they
confirm that he is an essential voice of his generation.”
—Patrick Phillips
There is absolutely nothing naive in Paul Otremba’s third collection, Levee, which confronts some of the most
difficult existential and cultural realities I can imagine, but likewise there is none of the cynicism or easy irony
a poet writing in our time might otherwise understandably resort to. These poems, beautifully haunted by John
Keats, among others, revisit and query with honesty and vulnerability whether that chiastic equation about truth
and beauty and beauty and truth can really still be true.
—Jennifer Grotz
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Blood Labors by Daniel Tobin (2018) Featured
on the New York Times’ Best Poetry of 2018
List
“. . . Tobin has written smartly on Irish poets like Seamus Heaney, and
that connection emerges to appealing effect in the robust, formally
dexterous writing in Blood Labors. . . .”
—David Orr, the New York Times, December 2018
Blood Labors, Daniel Tobin
ISBN: 978-1-945588-19-8 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 136 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: September 2018

House of McQueen by Valerie Wallace (2018)
Featured on the Chicago Review of Books’ 10
Best Poetry Books of 2018 List
“...Her debut poetry collection, House of McQueen, ‘inhabits the life
and work of Alexander McQueen,’ and ‘builds a fantastical world
using both original language and excerpts drawn from interviews,
supermodels, Shakespeare, and more.’...”
—Adam Morgan, the Chicago Review of Books, December 2018
House of McQueen, Vallerie Wallace
ISBN: 978-1-945588-11-2 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 92 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2018

NOTABLE

You Darling Thing by Monica Ferrell (2018)
Finalist for The Believer Book Award and
featured on Library Journal’s “Top Fall
Poetry: Books Beyond the Basics To Fire Up
Your Imagination” List
“...This lively, subversive book is fascinated by questions of
feminism and femininity—womanhood as it is lived, and as it is
socially constructed....”
—Praise by Peter Catapano for the New York Times, October 2018
“...Throughout this striking collection, Ferrell balances elegance
and chaos, beauty and urgency, lyricism with a veiled threat.”
—Publishers Weekly, October 2018
“...Eerie, otherworldly, and enthrallingly dangerous, this smart,
disquieting collection should be handed to sophisticated readers.”
—Barbara Hoffert for Library Journal, October 2018
You Darling Thing, Monica Ferrell
ISBN: 978-1-945588-22-8 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 88 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: September 2018

For the Love of Endings by Ben Purkert
(2018) Featured on the Adroit Best of:
Poetry 2018 List
“. . . Purkert highlights a familiar paradox of human life. We
are both radically connected to, and yet disconnected from, our
physical bodies....it is natural to be curious about these internal
objects—to wonder what our bones look like or what our
gallbladder is doing at this very moment. . . .”
—Sam Anderson, the New York Times, January 2019
“Purkert refracts the world’s subtle strangeness through an
upside-down anthropological lens in his perceptive debut....The
collection pings with delightful precision between the objects
that connect people and those that divide . . .”
—Publishers Weekly, March 2018
For the Love of Endings, Ben Purkert
ISBN: 978-1-945588-05-1 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 92 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2018



Malawi’s Sisters by Melanie S. Hatter

Winner of the inaugural Kimbilio National Fiction Prize,
selected by Edwidge Danticat
“This story is both timely and well executed. We rarely see the private
side of the devastating aftermath of police/vigilante/help-seeking
and shot-related deaths that this writer describes here in such a
suspenseful and nuanced manner. This is the kind of book that might
encourage and inspire in-depth conversations and discussions and
help readers think more deeply about a subject they might have
mistakenly thought they knew all about.”
—Edwidge Danticat
“[Hatter] weave[s] the events of the story with the characters’ pasts,
unveiling their motivations, and encouraging readers to regard them
with compassion, all while attempting to capture the energy of a
larger social moment.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Malawi’s Sisters, Melanie S. Hatter
ISBN: 978-1-945588-30-3 $19.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 320 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2019

Rest by Margaree Little (2018) Longlisted for
The Believer Book Award
“... An important story affecting and effective in its simplicity.”
—Barbara Hoffert for Library Journal, May 2018
“...The poems in this collection rely on the practiced art of
imaginative instinct; the passage above is a representation of that
painstaking, devoted desire to elegize, to clean deep psychic wounds,
which is a craft in itself.”
—Andrea Syzdek for Kenyon Review
Rest , Margaree Little
ISBN: 978-1-945588-10-5 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 92 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2018

NOTABLE

Rest
Margaree Little

Take Me with You, Wherever You’re Going by
Jessica Jacobs
“I’m totally certain Jessica Jacobs’ book is going to save someone’s
life.”
—Gabrielle Calvocoressi
“With Take Me with You, Wherever You’re Going, Jessica Jacobs gives
us an intimate, sensual, desirous book full of real life hardships and
an epic love story of surrender and survival.”
—Ada Limón
“From the murky waters of Florida to a rolling blackout in New
York City to the windblown fields of the Midwest, Jessica Jacobs
refuses to ‘confine our darkness to the dark,’ expertly illuminating
the mysterious topographies of love, desire, and longing.”
—Matthew Olzmann
Take Me with You, Wherever You’re Going, Jessica Jacobs
ISBN: 978-1-945588-26-6 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 128 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2019

Threat Come Close by Aaron Coleman (2018)
Longlisted for The Believer Book Award

Threat
Come
Close

“…he knows his way around language, and the emotion is real.”
—Barbara Hoffert for Library Journal, May 2018
“In Threat Come Close Aaron Coleman’s tremendous compassion
rides the rails of lyrical, intellectual, and technical acuity....Quizzical,
idiosyncratic, and blood-fueled: this extraordinary debut epitomizes
how the best of our contemporary poetry sings.”
—Terrance Hayes
Threat Come Close, Aaron Coleman
ISBN: 978-1-945588-04-4 $15.95
Paper 6” x 9”, 108 pages
Poetry / Pub Date: March 2018

Aaron Coleman
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